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Can « doubling depression » throw some light
on the heterosis process ?

Michel GILLET André GALLAIS

I.N.R.A., Station d’Amelioration des Plantes fourragères, F 86600 Lusignan

(*) C.E.B.A., GIS Moulon, F 91190 Gif-sur- Yvette

SUMMARY Doubling chromosome number in a plant frequently results, at the Co generation, in significant depression of
the same order of magnitude as inbreeding depression. Both bring about a double number of any given allele,
giving rise to « inbred » situations. This could mean a harmful effect of interactions between identical genes
per se as distinct from the lack of favourable interactions between different genes (homeostasis, dominance,
superdominance), because doubling chromosome number does not alter any genetic balance in the plant. Hence
we think that investigation on this hypothesis could be interesting.

Additional key words : Inbreeding depression, chromosome number, doubling, duplex, mixoploid, dose
effect, genic balance.

RÉSUMÉ La dépression due au doublement peut-elle éclairer le mécanisme de l’hétérosis ?

Lorsqu’on double artificiellement le nombre de chromosomes d’une plante, on observe souvent à la génération
Co une dépression importante, du même ordre de grandeur que la dépression due à l’inbreeding. Dans les deux
cas, on a affaire à un nombre double de chacun des allèles, c’est-à-dire à des situations « consanguines ». Ceci
pourrait signifier un effet défavorable des interactions entre gènes identiques elles-mêmes, distinct de l’absence
d’interactions favorables entre gènes différents (homéostase, dominance, superdominance, etc...). En effet, le
doublement chromosomique ne modifie aucune des balances géniques dans la plante. C’est pourquoi nous
pensons que notre hypothèse pourrait faire l’objet de recherches.

Mots clés additionnels : Dépression de consanguinité, nombre chromosomique, doublement, duplex,
mixoploide, effet dose, balance génique.

I. INTRODUCTION

We just try to propose an idea, in the hope it could
possibly prove fruitful.
So far, nobody knows precisely the physiological

causes of heterosis, nor of its converse, inbreeding
depression. Most explanations proposed (dominance,
superdominance, homeostasis, etc...) are based on the
idea of an advantage of genic diversity, the inbred
situation being considered as a loss of this diversity,
rather than a double amount of a given gene. These
two aspects cannot indeed be distinguished in the

usual inbreds. But they can be in another type of
« inbred » situation : doubling depression. Can this
throw some light on the phenomenon ?

II. DOUBLING DEPRESSION : THE FACTS

In forage grasses, applying colchicine to seed results
in mixoploid plants that can easily be split into iso-
genic clones at the two respective chromosome levels.
It is a fact of common experience that the doubled
clones are generally much less vigorous than their iso-
genic equivalents.

For instance, JADAS and GILLET (not publ.) have
doubled Fl hybrids between European and Mediterra-
nean tall fescue. Dry matter yield of spaced plants of
36 doubled clones ranged, on 28th May 1970, from
26 07o to 147 070 of that of isogenic undoubled clones,
with an average of 67 "70.

They have also doubled diploid meadow fescues,



observing the same phenomenon on a large scale.
These clones were then given to P. MANSAT who

weighed them for a study of correlations between di
and tetraploid levels (MANSAT et al., 1966). His basic
data show that the dry matter yield of 29 tetraploid
clones, as compared with that of isogenic diploid
clones, ranged on 1st June 1966 from 28 Vo to 144 0l0
with an average of 75 % ; on 27th July, from 42 07o to
131 0lo with an average of 86 070 ; on 11 th October,
from 38 070 to 146 07o with an average of 47 070.
MANSAT and RENE have doubled Italian and

perennial ryegrass on a large scale, commonly
observing the same depression (pers. comm.).

Is this doubling depression a general phenomenon
in plants ? It is difficult to find any literature on the

subject. Possibly many plant breeders have observed
it, but, like ourselves, for many years, did not find it

worthwhile to publish it. At least in sugar beet, it does
not seem to hold (J. DENIZOT, pers. comm.).
Anyway, comparison of this depression, where it

exists, with inbreeding depression, may perhaps throw
some light on the latter.

III. DISCUSSION

Before comparing doubling depression with in-

breeding depression, we must answer possible objec-
tions :

- this depression is not an simple after-effect of
colchicine treatment, since both isogenic clones derive
from the same colchicine-treated seed,
- it is not due to the double chromosome number

per se (enlargement of the cells and of all organs,
increased number of cellular particles, slowing down
of cell multiplications and lateral meristem develop-
ment, etc...) ; the latter effect persists for all

following generations and does not prevent good
vigour, as can be seen from the many commercial
varieties obtained.

Doubling depression applies to duplex structures at
most loci, as compared with the heterozygote struc-
ture of the original plant at the same loci :

ab 
depression 

aabbab &mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;! aabb

heterozygote duplex

The recovery of vigour in further generations may
be due to the fact that trigenic and tetragenic struc-
tures can appear and be selected for.

In other words, doubling the chromosome number
results at the Co in a double number of any given
allele, as in an inbred line, and it brings about a
depression of the same order of magnitude.

In fact, both situations correspond to « inbred »

plants, i.e. with identical genes (by descent) (GA1,LAls,
1977), and it is known in quantitative genetics that in-
teractions between identical genes are unfavourable.
But the question is : are they so by themselves

(physiologically) or by depriving the plant of a

corresponding amount of the interactions between
different alleles which cause homeostasis, dominance,
superdominance, etc... In other words, when we say
that ab > aa, does it mean that a second a prevents
the first one from working properly, or that b

improves the working of a ? In inbred lines and

generally in quantitative genetics it is not possible to
choose between the two explanations : the second one
only seems easier to understand.
The duplex situation is interesting from this point

of view : all genes are doubled, without altering their
relative proportions either at a given locus or at

different loci, thus without decreasing genic diversity.
Nevertheless, depression occurs.

This possibly means that there is a harmful effect of
interactions between identical alleles at the same locus

per se, independent of gene balance. In this respect,
we guess that it would be worthwhile to study the
physiology of isogenic pairs of clones at the cellular
and infracellular level.
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